
 

Find a cardboard box.  Imagine what it would be like if you were 
inside the box (Dark – darkness is the absence of light) and then 

hide some toys inside.   

Ask a grown up to help you safely put a small hole in the top.  
What can you see? Why?  

Add a couple more holes at one side of the box?  What can you 
see?  Why 

Shine a torch in one of the holes.  
What can you see now?  Why?   

Peep in a hole in the top whilst you 
shine the torch in the side.  Can you 

see the toys now?  Why? (Light 
travels in straight lines and you need 

light to see) 

 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbssgk7 

 
 

 

Can you make a shadow 
puppet theatre? 

[  

Can you make a character 
seem to get bigger, closer and 
scarier just by moving the light 

source closer? 
 

You could also try to make your 
puppets appear to get smaller 

as if they are walking (or flying) 
off by moving the light source 

further away!  

 

Can you find out how rainbows are formed?  

 

    

 

 

See if you can blow some bubbles. 

Can you see any colours in the bubbles?  Research why this happens. 

Don’t forget to take pictures of your work 
and send them to the Year 3 teachers at: 
rnpyear3@normanby.org.uk 
 

We can’t wait to see what you’ve been 
doing. 
 

Make sure to keep copies of your work at 
home too. 
 

 

What do transparent, translucent and opaque mean? 
 

What objects around your home can you find that fit into each 
category.  Use a torch to investigate and make a list of each. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuUJCNzfoBw 

 

What shadows can you create either inside on a plain wall by shin-
ing a lamp or outside using the Sun? 

 

How do you make the shadows bigger/smaller? 
 

If you’re outside and have some chalk, you could measure your 
shadow at different times in the day.  How does it change? Why? 

 

How does this link to sundials?  

 

 

What happens to light when is hits a smooth, shiny surface? (It is 
reflected) What type of objects reflect light? (mirrors, a shiny 

spoon) 
 

Investigate the strange world of mirrors.  

Hold a mirror to your writing.  What happens? How this can be 
used to write in secret code? 

 

Research the secrets of mirrors.  How can they help you see round 
corners?  Have you ever seen a mirror by the side of a road? 

 

Have you ever been in a hall of 
mirrors?  What happened Why? 

. Remember - never look directly at the Sun, even when wearing 
sunglasses, as it can damage your eyes! 

Can you find out any other amazing facts about light? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zbssgk7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuUJCNzfoBw

